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Te-no-uchi and Kamae continued (Part IV) 

 Illustration: The left and right handgrips advocated by Yūno Masanori 

Hanshi sketched in Tokyo just a couple of months before his passing in the 

summer of 1980. Note the points of sensitive light gripping by the 

forefinger and thumb of the right hand. 

 

In the summer issue of this Journal (No. 285) we briefly touched on 

the teaching of the late Yūno Masanori Hanshi regarding what he 

felt were some of the most important points in Kendō posture, 

holding the sword and movement. Here are some of these strictures 

noted down at the time of teaching in May 1980. 

• In general posture the back must be kept upright and straight 

(erect), not allowing the shoulders to stiffen. The student 

should try to soften the shoulders and take tension out of the 

trapezius muscles that insert up the sides of the neck by 

shrugging them down. If in any doubt then exercise them 

occasionally. This is important in Iai, too. 

 

This means that the manipulation of the sword should be by 

the arms and hips/trunk only. This needs to be cultivated, 

always aiming towards ‘natural’ movement by first trying to 

do what is required, ie. training the body, then imposing 

mental control to ensure that the physical movements 

comply to what is by now being understood. Finally, 

physical movement and mental control is committed to 

memory, again in order that the movements are carried out 

without constant reference to conscious thought. No student 

can expect to achieve this without application to training, 

hence the caveat that understanding requires seven years 

constant practice.  

• Using shomen as the basis, cutting practice should be done 

slowly and with care at first in order to move correctly. The 

whole body should lift slightly with the cutting action 

reaching full height as the cut strikes the target. It is 

important to maintain natural posture before, during, and at 

the conclusion of the cut. It is for this reason the kiai is held 

at a constant pitch. (This ‘held’ kiai is designed to maintain 

zanshin after the strike is made. Too many students cut 

properly, or so they think, but fail to hold the kiai. (Many 

masters instruct their students to hold the kiai for up to six 

steps past the target strike) 
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• In cutting, cultivate only simple form. That is to say, full, rounded cutting movements must be one’s 

objective. Simple men and dō-uchi as one does in uchikomi – and especially in kirikaeshi. 

• Where a cutting stand is used in training it is important to concentrate on basic harmonious 

movement, the whole body rising with the strike and the breathing continuing through the cutting 

action and beyond. 

o O o 

 

Handgrips – the close relationship between Kendō and Iai 

The method of holding the sword is very important and cannot be stressed too much. The left hand holds 

firmly, as the students are taught to master, and the right hand is kept soft except at the instant of striking the 

target. The key to everything is the right hand thumb. Both thumbs must extend forward along the line plane 

of the sword, not the forefingers, although the latter may appear to do so. 

For centuries past the importance of the correct grip on the tsuka has been recognised. It is the employment 

of the shinken (live blade) in Iai, particularly in the ko-ryū traditions, that will help Kendōka to understand. 

Proper Iai rapidly improves all cutting technique since without mastering the correct grips we cannot make a 

true cut. 

Very few Kendōka understand that natural movement is simple movement. Technique is only the initial 

level, understanding is developing mental control leading to the implantation of both in the memory to be 

drawn on without conscious thought. Everything must germinate, develop, and ‘come to fruition’ naturally. 

For this reason alone, Kendō and Iai should become harmonious. If a distinction between these two forms of 

sword use is to be made, then Iai focusses on form and is, therefore, close to Kendō kata with the added 

awareness of the correct manipulation of the sword in order to cut the opponent, whereas Kendō, with its 

heavy emphasis on the dextrous use of the shinai, is the flexible use of the sword. The two disciplines should 

be complimentary. We do not need to use violent strong forwards and backwards or to the side movements, 

only how we should control or movements (ashi-waza). All too often in the present day, Kendō and Iai are 

regarded as different entities and are separated in our minds. This rarely if ever happened in ko-ryū in the 

past.
1
 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

 

Lost in translation? 

We all know just how the English can ‘Anglicize’ and mispronounce foreign language terms. How about this 

one we heard last month in Lewes: 

A man caused an incident by threatening to jump off the roof of Lewes House, (the District Council Offices); 

the police were in attendance and just about everybody else was rubbernecking. Commented Leslie, our lady 

newsagent: “Well, if I were going to commit ‘hairy canary’ I’d ‘ave done it straightaway, no messin’!” 

o O o 

 

                                                      

1 For a series of excellent surveys of Ko-ryū, see all the publications edited by Diane Skoss and published by Koryu 

Books, New Jersey (http://www.koryu.com ) 
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The Kendo Reader by Nōma Hisashi 

Chapter Seven: Ashi (Footwork) 

We can understand from the teaching: ‘Ichi, Gan; Ni, Soku; San, Tan; Yon, Riki’,
2
 that ashi-sabaki, or 

footwork, is one of the most important concerns in the practice of Kendō. When striking, strike not from the 

hands but from the koshi (lowere trunk), strike from the legs. Again, thrust not from the hands but from the 

koshi, from the legs. The greatest emphasis is placed on the footwork as the basis of all physical movement. 

Place the right foot forward and the left foot to the rear with a space of about half a step between them. The 

feet must point straight forward. The weight of the body should be supported equally upon both feet taking 

care not to lean either forward or back. Relax the tension in the toes. If there is too much tension in the toes 

there is not only a danger of tripping up, but footwork will be awkward. 

Raise the left heel slightly taking care not to bend the left knee excessively. If the knee is bent too much 

one’s whole body will lean to the rear resulting in loss of agility and free movement. 

What Musashi here calls the ‘everyday stance’ is nothing other than the natural posture. It is not only very 

interesting but also a fact of critical importance that while the posture of Kendō is the everyday natural 

posture, the everyday natural posture should conform to the principles of Bujutsu. 

In the Gorin-no-Sho, Musashi wrote the following on the subject of footwork:: 

‘As for footwork, slightly raise the tips of the toes and step somewhat firmly on the heels. In 

footwork, according to the circumstances, there are long strides and short steps, fast and slow... but 

walk with your usual gait. As for the steps called the ‘flying (skipping) foot, the ‘floating’ foot, and 

the ‘firmly locked’ foot, I dislike all of them. In footwork, In-Yō (Yin-Yang) is considered important. 

The In-Yō means not just moving one foot but to tread with both right and left feet when cutting, 

retreating, or parrying. One must not move one foot over and over again. Also one must not favour 

one foot over the other.’ 

Musashi also wrote the following in the Heihō Sanjugo Kajō
3
 : 

 ‘Concerning the two legs. The two legs means that for one strike with the sword both legs are 

carried along. When bearing onto the other man’s sword, when retreating, or when stepping forward 

or back, the legs move as one. This is what is known as ‘bringing up the rear foot’. Stepping only 

one foot upon each strike with the sword your movement will be confined and unable to react 

properly. If you think of both feet wou will always have a walking step. You must study hard.’          

Issoku ittō means ‘one step one strike with the sword’; however, there are occasions when nisoku ittō, or 

‘two steps for one strike’, are required. 

The function of Kendō footwork can be roughly divided into two; there is footwork by which one retains the 

physical centre of balance, and there is footwork by which one moves forward and back, right and left. In 

order to master both constant practice is essential. Footwork may be likened to a horse on a battlefield: 

however brave and skillful the rider riding on its back may be, if the horse is an inferior old packhorse it 

cannot possibly be expected to perform well and all will be lost. 

For warriors of the past strong legs were considered essential. It appears that a great deal of research was 

carried out into finding the most efficient methods of walking and marching and so on. I have also heard that 

they used to walk and trek across mountains and plains specifically for the purpose of training the legs. 

                                                      

2
 Literally: ‘1, Eyes; 2, Legs; 3, Guts, 4, Strength’. Also translatable as: ‘1, Perception; 2, Footwork; 3, Spirit;; 4, 

Technique’. 

3  Heihō Sanjugo Kajō, the Thirty-five Articles of Heihō, was written at the request of Hosokawa Tadayoshi, Lord of 

Higo (now Kumamoto prefecture). It was the forerunner of Gorin-no-sho. 
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Boxers train their legs by running and skipping. For Kendō also, perhaps exercises such as these are useful 

methods of training. 

o O o 

(Editorial Note:  Before and during WWII the late Kamō Jisaku-sensei (Kendō and Iai nanadan kyoshi) 

served as an officer in the Japanese Imperial Army, spending seventeen years in Korea. He used Kendō to 

train his men, often strengthening their legs and certainly their stamina by making them run repeatedly up a 

long flight of steps to a mountain temple and back down, during practice.He wasn’t like ‘the Grand old Duke 

of York’, however, and not for nothing did he earn the sobriquet of being a ‘mountain-castle samurai’,) 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Short Visit by a Young Kendōka 

 

 Maruyama Satoshi, hachidan, and Inoue Tomoshige, rokudan, with friends in Maruyama 

Budoguten shop, Kobe. (Thomas Bowen and Nakajima-san on left). 

At the beginning of September we welcomed Nakajima Yoshiharu, yondan, from the Kōbe dōjō of Inoue 

Tomoshige, rokudan. While independent in most respects, Inoue sensei’s group are closely associated 

with the Kōbe Isshinkan Dōjō headed by Ozaki Yoshihiro, nanadan kyoshi, and Maruyama Satoshi, 

hachidan kyoshi. Inoue sensei also heads The Kōbe International Kendo Club that has the aim of 

spreading information and contact with Kendōka and groups throughout the world. 

Nakajima-san started his Kendō training with Inoue sensei at the age of eight and we first saw him 

practising when he was twelve and the again twice over the intervening years, the last time in 2005. His 

family also hosted Thomas Bowen when he went to Kōbe for two months in 2006. Now this young man 

is twenty-one and has matured into a very strong and promising Kendōka indeed, with excellent upright 

kamae and ashi-waza. Naturally, at this age and with the strong orthodox instruction by Inoue sensei and 

other senior masters of the Isshinkan, he stretches to his cuts maintaining his form and reach which, 

hopefully, was noted by those fortunate enough to face him. It is this sharpness in attack and sa-e, or 

clearness, that everyone needs to remember. On a more subtle level, seniors would benefit for recalling 

that this young Kendōka maintained his posture and hand grips with a steady control of centre. We are 

certain that he will develop much further in the coming years and be a credit to Inoue-sensei’s guidance. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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An Iai Exercise (based on teaching by Tō-sensei, nanadan kyoshi) 

Roald Knutsen 

During one of four visits to the Kenseikai Dōjō in Saga-shi, this 

one being in 1980, I had the pleasure in receiving some additional 

Iai guidance from a remarkably enthusiastic Kendō and Iai master 

who was a senior pilot assisting shipping passing through the 

Shimonoseki Straits that separate Kyūshū from Honshū. Tō-sensei 

had been invited down to the Kenseikai by Kamō Jisaku-sensei 

because of his valued command of English and spent a week there 

just for the training. His enthusiasm, directed largely towards 

traditional Budō, also extended to recommending a whole series of 

physical exercises where the student had little space to carry out 

normal taisō. These exercises, many of which were done whilst 

lying recumbent, he had developed in the cramped accommodation 

of his pilot vessel where he spent many hours each week. In some 

respects they bore a similarity to the better-known Canadian Air 

Force calisthenics but were particularly directed towards 

maintaining leg strength for Kendō 

This Iai is a basic tachi-waza (walking) exercise. In essence it 

resembles elements of the rarely seen Shiten-ryū Kiome-no-waza 

Iai-jutsu, although is simpler in nature and very different in its 

objective. 

o O o 

Facing the front, the student commences to walk forward from his right foot, taking three steps – right, left, 

right. 

On the fourth (left) step, which is made turning the left foot across the front of the right, the sword is drawn 

and a shomen cut (kiri-oroshi) delivered to the right on the step. 

The right foot steps round the left as the sword is whirled up to jōdan and the right foot steps forwards again 

with the second shōmen, (this time to the rear, of course, as the Iai-ka regains his original line of advance). 

Turning right (along the original line), cut shōmen, right foot still leading but without a step), step forwards 

the left foot as the sword goes to jōdan, step with the right foot and cut kiri-oroshi again.  

Turn left to face the rear and cut shōmen (left foot now leading), step forward the right foot, again kiri-

oroshi. Turn to left to the original front and step forwards with the right foot and again cut shōmen. 

To conclude, step back the right foot to a proper iai-goshi stance and bring the sword to the right shoulder to 

in-no-kamae – pause – then make a strong shiraku-chiburui as the left foot steps back. Return the sword to 

the saya. 

o O o 

Describing the steps involved may seem complicated but really this is a simple exercise in cutting in a 

number of directions. A word of caution: first ‘walk’ through the moves, preferably with a bokutō, to fix the 

sequence in the mind before attempting moves with Iai-tō or ‘live’ blade. Never do anything fast until 

completely familiar with the principles of Iai. 

It is worth noting that there are other Iai exercises based on rising from seiza or iai-hiza and ‘walking’ 

forwards on the knees, cutting both forwards and to the rear. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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From our Archives 

Part of a Butokukan Dōjō yūdansha line taken at a practice 

in the Brighton Boys’ Club dōjō as long ago as 1972. The 

four members that can be identified are, from right to left 

(receding): Kimura Tomoharu, yondan; Mike Tucker, 

nidan; Jonathan Hardy, shōdan; and Jack Nightingale, 

shōdan. 

Kimura-san returned to Japan a year or so later and was 

rewarded for his considerable help here by being employed 

by Cathay Pacific Airways through Arai Shigeo sensei, 

hachidan kyoshi. Mike is still active in the Nenriki Dōjō in 

London but keeps in touch from time to time. Jonathan 

Hardy was a very experienced actor and a great character. 

His last play was in the Royal Court Theatre’s production 

of Matsuo Bashō’s
4
 ‘The Far Road to the Deep North’, 

after that he completely disappeared from the face of the 

Earth. Rumour had it that he was in Morocco at the time…  

Strange! Lastly, Jack Nightingale – hopefully still extant. At that time he was a real joker and 

always entertaining in the dōjō. 

 

For your Entertainment  

‘Gojoe’, a spectacular film retelling speculatively the famous first 

encounter between Minamoto-no-Yoshitsune and Musashi-bō Benkei 

on the Gōjō Bridge, Miyakō (Kyōto) in the late-twelth century. 

This film is available in DVD from Optimum Releasing Ltd 

(OPTD0262). 137 mins. 

The two leading actors are Asano Tadanobu (Zatoichi) as the ‘Prince’ 

(Yoshitsune) and Ryū Daisuke as Benkei (Ran). The Director, Sogo 

Ishii, has oddly interpreted this story from the point of view of the 

Shugendō versus Shingon Buddhist mikkyō(esoteric) sorcery, making 

it into a sort of ghost tale. However, don’t let this put you off as the 

film is violent and bloody, with disturbingly convincing appeals for 

divine assistance, and filled with the clash of warriors armed with 

naginata, swords and bows The setting is the decade before the 

Gempei War (1180-1185). The fight sequences are imaginatively 

choreographed by Zhang Chun Xiang of the Peking Opera. The story 

line is typically convoluted and as implausible as many Japanese 

chambara films are, but nevertheless remains fully entertaining. Ryū 

Daisuke is particularly impressive in the character of Benkei.and so is the actor who plays the Buddhist ajari, 

abbot or very holy priest. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

                                                      

4  Matsuo Bashō (1644-1694), famous for making fashionable the poetic form known as haiku, still very popular 

worldwide. 
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For Newer Members 

Recently Published Books by Roald Knutsen or jointly with Pat Knutsen 

Rediscovering Budo, Roald Knutsen; Japanese Spears, Roald and Patricia Knutsen; and Sun-Tzu., Roald 

Knutsen. 

Although these titles are listed on our Websites, (Renmei and Dōjō), some Members may not have seen them 

but might find them of interest. All three are published by Global Oriental, Folkestone, who specialise in a 

range of academic books on a wide spectrum of subjects, mainly connected with Japanese history and 

culture, however such publications are often rather expensive and beyond the average pocket so we can offer 

members a good discount price for each of the above through the Renmei. 

 

Rediscovering Budo from a Swordsman’s Perspective:  

Rather than presenting Budo as ‘how to do it’, here is a valuable alternative study 

which seeks to show the interested reader that just beneath the ‘technical’ surface 

lies a rich cultural foundation. Kendō and the weaponed Japanese fighting systems 

especially developed from the many centuries in which the classical arts of Bujutsu, 

driven by the needs of the battlefield and conflict, were pre-eminent. The later Budo 

was the product of social and political changes in a time of relative peace, later 

veering in the last forty years or so years towards what we commonly see to-day. It 

is a book not only to help the novice but to stimulate the more experienced Budo 

student to broaden his outlook. This is emphatically not sports-budo!  

Renmei Price:  £30.00  (plus £2.00 p & p.) 

 

Japanese Spears: Polearms and their Use in Old Japan:  

Here is a broad survey of the development of Japan’s various halberd and spear-

type weapons from the earliest times to the end of the feudal period in the late-19th 

century. It includes a number of line drawings illustrating forms that originated in 

the 15th and 16th century. While some of the text is, of necessity, technical, this 

book is intended to fill a rather large hole in understanding the Japanese warrior 

traditions. It has been so well received that it is already going to a second printing. 

Renmei Price:  £30.00  (plus £2.00 p & p.) 

 

Sun Tzu, and the Art of Japanese Medieval Warfare:  

Much has been written by commentators on the treatise on the Art of War by Sun 

Tzu, by far the most influential of the ancient Chinese military philosophers, and 

how his work was so important in medieval Japan. In this study, we have the first 

close examination of how Sun Tzu’s theories were absorbed and interpreted by some 

of the master swordsmen who instructed many of the generals during the upheavals 

of the Sengoku-jidai, the 16
th
 century ‘Age of War’. It also illuminates some of the 

deeper beliefs that formed the background to these masters’ creative inspiration. 

Renmei Price:  £27.00  (plus £2.00 p & p.) 

 

o O o 
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An Interesting Tsuba 

Whilst there are an almost infinite range of tsuba, 

swordguards, some of the most interesting are those known as 

‘sukashi’ tsuba. These are generally forged in plain russet iron 

with a subtle hammered surface design sometimes 

embellished with a minimum of silver or shakudō (an alloy of 

copper and gold) inlay, others are delicately pierced with a 

huge variety of tracery designs in the fashion of a number of 

traditions (ryū) that flourished in many parts of Japan. 

The tsuba illustrated here is in Pat Knutsen’s collection and 

was made by the celebrated sword and armour smith, Nobuie, 

who died in 1564. It was forged by him in the style of the 

Myōchin-ryū, probably in the first half of the sixteenth 

century. It is, as can be seen, four lobed in form but on its 

surface is engraved in ‘grass hand’, ie. cursive characters, the 

famous couplet often heard in traditional Kendō dōjō to the 

present day: 

‘In movement, quietness; 

In quietness, movement’ 

It is an excellent reminder of just how old are many things that have survived in the classical Bugei – the 

‘arts of war’. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 


